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Abstract: The terahertz (THz) frequency quantum cascade laser (QCL) is
a compact source of high-power radiation with a narrow intrinsic linewidth.
As such, THz QCLs are extremely promising sources for applications
including high-resolution spectroscopy, heterodyne detection, and coherent
imaging. We exploit the remarkable phase-stability of THz QCLs to create
a coherent swept-frequency delayed self-homodyning method for both
imaging and materials analysis, using laser feedback interferometry. Using
our scheme we obtain amplitude-like and phase-like images with minimal
signal processing. We determine the physical relationship between the
operating parameters of the laser under feedback and the complex refractive
index of the target and demonstrate that this coherent detection method
enables extraction of complex refractive indices with high accuracy. This
establishes an ultimately compact and easy-to-implement THz imaging and
materials analysis system, in which the local oscillator, mixer, and detector
are all combined into a single laser.

© 2013 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (110.6795) Terahertz imaging; (120.3180) Interferometry; (140.5965) Semicon-
ductor lasers, quantum cascade; (120.4530) Optical constants.
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1. Introduction

Significant scientific effort has been invested in the realization of terahertz (THz) frequency
imaging [1,2] and materials analysis systems [3] over the past two decades [4,5]. In particular,
THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) has established itself as the principal tool for coherently
probing solid-state, liquid, and gaseous systems at THz frequencies [4]. Key to the success
of THz TDS is its capability of measuring complex refractive indices of samples over band-
widths as large as 100 THz, due to its intrinsic ability to resolve the electric field amplitude
of broadband THz pulses coherently and with subpicosecond resolution [6], as well as its in-
sensitivity to thermal background radiation [7]. However, THz TDS systems in general have
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) that are practically useful only below ∼3 THz [8] but have been
reported with much higher bandwidths [9–12]. Furthermore, their highest spectral resolution is
typically reported between∼5–7 GHz [13,14] (worse in high-bandwidth systems), and they are
restricted to low THz powers on the order of 10–100 µW for commonly used optically-pumped
photoconductive emitters.
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Moreover, spectroscopic data acquisition is slow and the technique relies on bulky and ex-
pensive ultrafast laser sources for the generation and coherent detection of THz radiation.

Recently the THz quantum cascade laser (QCL) [15] has emerged as the established labora-
tory source of high-power radiation in the frequency range ∼1–5 THz. Terahertz QCLs have
been shown to exhibit remarkable spectral purity with quantum-limited linewidths [16], making
them ideally-suited to coherent THz systems. Nevertheless, owing to the challenges of coher-
ently detecting the emission from such sources, most system developments have focussed on
incoherent approaches to imaging [17, 18] and materials analysis [19, 20]. Coherent detection
schemes have, however, permitted the phase and/or frequency of the THz field to be resolved.
By exploiting the heterodyne mixing between a free-running QCL and a local oscillator derived
from a gas laser, high-resolution frequency-resolved gas spectroscopy has been reported [21].
Phase-sensitive detection using a heterodyne approach has also enabled coherent inverse syn-
thetic aperture radar imaging [22]. More recently, coherent imaging has been demonstrated by
phase-locking a THz QCL to a near-infrared fs-laser comb [23], achieving a phase stability
better than 3◦ per hour.

It has been noted in the literature [24,25] that QCLs are affected by the reinjection of emitted
radiation into the laser cavity. Whilst this optical feedback markedly reduces the frequency
noise spectral density of the QCL, its linewidth under feedback remains close to the intrinsic
QCL linewidth [25]. Optical feedback effects have also been exploited for measurement of
the linewidth enhancement factor of QCLs [26, 27], as well as the realisation of compact THz
imaging schemes [28].

We propose a new method for coherent imaging and materials analysis using a THz QCL
feedback interferometer in reflection mode. At the heart of this scheme is the realization that
a portion of the emitted THz radiation reflected from an external target, when reinjected into
the laser cavity, yields information about the remote target that is observable through changes
in laser operating parameters. Using this scheme, we concurrently obtain two-dimensional
amplitude-like and phase-like images with minimal signal processing, which are indicative
of the refractive index distribution and variation in absorption respectively. We demonstrate
that this coherent detection method enables extraction of the refractive index and absorption
coefficient of materials under test. Key to this approach is the implementation of a THz swept-
frequency delayed self-homodyning (‘self-mixing’) scheme that enables phase-sensitive detec-
tion of the THz field emitted by a QCL source. As well as phase-stability, the use of a QCL
as the THz source affords the benefit of high output power spectral density, several orders of
magnitude better spectral resolution than TDS, and the potential for high-speed measurements.

2. Theory

The basic structure and operating principles of our self-mixing interferometer are shown in
Fig. 1(a). The re-injected light interferes (‘mixes’) with the intra-cavity electric field, caus-
ing small variations in the fundamental laser parameters including the threshold gain, emitted
power, lasing spectrum, and laser terminal voltage [29–32]. Whilst optical feedback affects al-
most all laser parameters, the two that are most conveniently monitored are the emitted optical
power and the voltage across the laser terminals. Of these, monitoring the laser terminal volt-
age is preferred as it removes the need for an external terahertz detector [28]. The small voltage
variation (referred to as the ‘self-mixing signal’) depends on both the amplitude and phase of
the electric field of the reflected laser beam. This configuration thus creates a compact, coherent
sensor that can probe information about the complex reflectivity or complex refractive index of
the external target.

The homodyne (coherent) nature of a self-mixing scheme inherently provides very high sen-
sitivity detection, potentially at the quantum noise limit, and therefore a high signal-to-noise
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing an intensity, and frequency modulated, self-mixing
interferometer with representative waveforms in the time domain. (a) A laser with an ex-
ternal target at distance Lext from the exit facet of the laser. (b) Self-mixing signal observed
through variation in laser terminal voltage as a function of time. Broken line: reference
slope. Solid line: typical voltage signal. (c) Single period T of the self-mixing signal show-
ing effect of increasing refractive index n of the target. The waveform narrows with in-
creasing n, and the peak shifts to right. (d) Effect of increasing extinction coefficient k of
the target. This mainly translates the waveform to the right.
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ratio can be expected in the self-mixing signal. Furthermore, the maximum speed of response
to optical feedback is determined by the frequency of relaxation oscillations in the laser itself.
In the case of THz QCLs, the lifetime of the upper state of the lasing transition is limited by
elastic and inelastic scattering mechanisms to a few picoseconds [33, 34], enabling response
frequencies on the order of tens of GHz [35, 36].

We use a three mirror model to describe the laser system under feedback [37], which is equiv-
alent to the steady-state solution to the model proposed by Lang and Kobayashi [38]. In this
model, only one round-trip in the external cavity is considered. The phase shift in the external
cavity is composed of the transmission phase shift arising from the optical path length as well
as the phase change on reflection from the target. The reflectivity of the target together with
the phase change on reflection form a complex pair which is equivalent to the complex refrac-
tive index of the target. When the external target is displaced longitudinally, the laser system is
swept through a set of compound cavity resonances [27]. The equivalent effect may be obtained
by changing the laser frequency, which is accomplished here by applying a linear modulation
of the laser driving current. The primary effect of this current sweep is a modulation of both
the emitted laser power and the voltage developed across the laser terminals. The secondary
effect, which is of most importance here, is a linear change of the lasing frequency with current
(frequency chirp). This approach in essence constitutes a continuous-wave (cw) frequency-
modulated system for coherently probing the remote target. During the frequency sweep, the
self-mixing signal is observed as a set of periodic perturbations embedded in the modulated
voltage signal [see Fig. 1(b)]. The temporal separation between the peaks of the self-mixing
signal waveform, as well as its shape and phase, depends on the length of the external cav-
ity and the complex reflectivity of the target. This is illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), which
considers one period of the self-mixing waveform with the linear ramp removed. Figure 1(c)
shows the effect of increasing the real part of the complex refractive index n, leading princi-
pally to a narrowing of the waveform due to stronger feedback. On the other hand, an increase
in the imaginary part of the complex refractive index (extinction coefficient) k predominately
produces a phase shift in the waveform whilst leaving the shape of the waveform unchanged,
as shown in Fig. 1(d). This effect is mainly due to the strong link between k and the phase-shift
on reflection. Thus, through analysis of the shape and phase of the self-mixing waveform, the
complex reflectivity of the target may be deduced. The way in which information about n and
k affects the self-mixing signal is suitably described through the well-known steady-state solu-
tion to the Lang and Kobayashi model. In particular, information about the complex refractive
index of the target enters the Lang and Kobayashi model through the feedback parameter C, the
effective external cavity length Lext [39], and the phase change on reflection θR.

The technique proposed here is equally applicable to extracting values for n and k of a ma-
terial under test, and for high-contrast imaging of spatial variation in these quantities across a
target.

3. Experimental Setup

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used is shown in Fig. 2. The THz QCL (op-
erating at 2.59 THz) consisted of a 11.6–µm-thick GaAs/AlGaAs bound-to-continuum active-
region that was processed into a semi-insulating surface-plasmon ridge waveguide with dimen-
sions 1.78 mm × 140 µm (for details see Appendix A). The QCL was mounted onto the cold
finger of a continuous-flow cryostat fitted with a polyethylene window and operated in cw mode
at a heat sink temperature of 15 K. Radiation from the QCL was collimated using a 2 inch diam-
eter, 4 inch focal length off-axis parabolic reflector and focussed onto the target using a second
identical mirror. The total optical path between source and object was 568.2 mm through an
ambient (unpurged) atmosphere. The laser was driven by a current source at Idc = 0.43 A,
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slightly above the threshold (Ith = 0.4 A), where the sensitivity to optical feedback is at a
maximum [28, 40]. A modulating saw-tooth current signal (50 mA peak-to-peak amplitude)
was superimposed on the dc current [see Fig. 2(a)]. This leads to a linear frequency sweep of
600 MHz. Owing to optical feedback from the material under test, the self-mixing waveform
containing information about the target is embedded in the voltage signal measured across
the laser terminals [see Fig. 2(b)]. For image acquisition, the target was raster-scanned in two
dimensions using a two-axis computer-controlled translation stage [see Fig. 3(a) for a photo-
graph of the front surface of the target]. Time domain traces were acquired at each node of a
181× 181 square grid with spatial resolution of 100 µm. For each spatial pixel of the target, the
voltage signal was recorded as the average of 128 time-domain traces. Therefore the complete
set of experimental data contains 181 × 181 time-domain waveforms, each corresponding to
one spatial pixel on the target.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for target measurements.
(a) Current stimulus signal; the current range was selected to sweep the laser frequency
through three external cavity resonances in the region where the laser was most sensitive to
optical feedback. (b) Corresponding voltage signal measured across the laser terminals. For
illustrative purposes, the magnitude of the self-mixing signal has been increased ten-fold.
The voltage signal shown is typical for this set-up. (c) The QCL is driven by a sawtooth
current signal and the QCL terminal voltage variations are acquired using a PC-based data
acquisition card (PC DAQ). A pair of parabolic mirrors focusses the beam onto the remote
target containing materials under test, mounted on a computer-controlled translation stage.
The six-dot triangular pattern was used for target orientation.

In this work we have demonstrated the proposed technique using a custom-designed com-
posite target consisting of an aluminium cylinder 1 inch in diameter with three cylindrical bores
containing different plastics, namely polyoxymethylene (POM, also known as acetal), polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), and nylon 6 (PA6, also known as polycaprolactam). A further target contain-
ing the plastics polycarbonate (PC), and two samples of high-density polyethylene (HDPE and
HDPE Black) has also been characterised.
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4. Results and Discussion

Two very different types of approach can be taken to analyse the data acquired in the exper-
iments described above and we will address each in turn. First, a range of high-contrast THz
images can be created by processing the self-mixing signals. Second, we present a procedure
for extracting absolute values for n and k for any region on the target, provided precise values
of n and k are known at two other positions on the target.

4.1. Imaging

To obtain high-contrast THz images, we first take each voltage signal and subtract a reference
slope, thereby removing the effect of power modulation of the laser; stronger feedback leads to
more pronounced departure of the voltage signal from the reference slope. The effect of tran-
sients present around the edges of the modulation period of the laser is removed by using only
the central 80% of each self-mixing trace. Figure 3(b) shows a two-dimensional representation
of the set of time-domain self-mixing signals acquired along the representative horizontal line
in Fig. 3(a), with the vertical axis showing temporal evolution of the self-mixing signal and the
horizontal axis showing its spatial dependence. The colour scheme quantifies the instantaneous
amplitude of the self-mixing signal (reference slope already removed). One should bear in mind
that due to the coherent nature of the detection scheme the signal strength at a particular point
in time cannot be simply related to the reflection coefficient of the target; rather, it is the inte-
gral of the absolute value of the signal over time that is proportional to the reflectivity of the
target. Further, this quantity is indicative of the strength of the self-mixing signal, with stronger
feedback yielding a larger value.

In Fig. 3(c), this stronger feedback is spatially represented by the copper-colour end of the
pseudocolor range, corresponding to the aluminium part of the target. Weaker feedback regions,
corresponding to plastic insets in the aluminium target, are visible as black circles. Due to the
strong reflection from aluminium and similar reflectivity of the three plastics at 2.59 THz,
contrast between the three plastic insets is not visually discernible in Fig. 3(c). However, it is
perfectly preserved in the time domain signal, as can be seen from the exemplar time domain
traces plotted in Fig. 3(e) corresponding to each of the three plastic regions.

The amplitude-like codification of self-mixing signal [Fig. 3(c)] is exploiting just one part of
the information embedded in it. Another possible representation relates to the phase, or equiv-
alently the temporal position, of the peaks of the self-mixing signal relative to the edge of
the modulating sawtooth signal. Different materials impose different phase-shifts on the inci-
dent THz wave according to their complex refractive index, dominated by its imaginary part.
This phase-like representation of the effect of the target on the self-mixing signal is shown in
Fig. 3(d). Whilst visually this does not show the obvious contrast of the amplitude-like rep-
resentation, it is interesting to note that these two pieces of information can be likened to the
change in the magnitude and the phase of the complex reflectivity, respectively. These two re-
ductions of the information contained in the self-mixing signal are by no means the only ones
possible. For instance, by fitting these time-domain traces to the steady-state solution of the
Lang and Kobayashi model [38], one obtains images through plotting the spatial variations in
feedback parameter C.

4.2. Materials Analysis

While the signal processing for creating images in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) is quite straightforward,
our procedure for extracting optical constants of materials under test requires multiple steps, in-
cluding fitting. As discussed earlier, the target used in this study contains three plastic materials
embedded in an aluminium holder [Fig. 3(a)]. For our procedure, we assume that the complex
refractive indices of two of these materials are known in order to determine the third. To estab-
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Fig. 3. Targets, images, and exemplar time-domain traces. (a) Photograph of the front sur-
face of the target. The three circular regions are materials under test embedded in an alu-
minium holder. Yellow — PA6. Green — PVC. Red — POM. Representative purple line
of raster scan across PVC and POM is elaborated upon in (b). (b) Two-dimensional repre-
sentation of time domain self-mixing signals acquired along representative line in (a), each
showing three fringes. The vertical axis represents the temporal evolution of the signal
whilst horizontal axis shows their spatial dependence. (c) Amplitude-like Image: Pseudo-
colour plot representing the effective aggregate difference between the time domain trace
relative to the reference slope. (d) Phase-like Image: Pseudo-colour plot based on the tem-
poral location of the representative peak of the self-mixing signal relative to the edge of
the modulation waveform. (e) Representative time domain waveforms for one spatial pixel
on the target per material (solid lines) with corresponding model fits (broken lines). The
common reference slope is removed.
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lish the self-consistency of the scheme, this approach is adopted for each of the three materials
in turn. In order to exclude the effects of the boundary between the materials and the alu-
minium holder we use measurements from inside the circles superimposed on the photograph
in Fig. 3(a) to determine the complex refractive index of each material under test. Referring to
Fig. 1(a), the total phase delay in the external cavity can be decomposed into the transmission
phase delay arising from the round-trip through the cavity and the phase change on reflection
from the target, which is material dependent. The second order effect of the linear current sweep
is a linear chirp of the lasing frequency (600 MHz), leading to a linear dependence of trans-
mission phase with time. Therefore the external phase delay (interferometric phase) ϕ over one
frequency modulation period T as a function of time is of the form

ϕ(t) = ϕ0 +
Φ∆

T
t−θR , (1)

where ϕ0 is the round-trip transmission phase delay in the external cavity at the start of the
frequency sweep, Φ∆ is the interferometric phase deviation caused by the current (frequency)
sweep, and θR is the phase change on reflection from the material under test. Clearly, ϕ is a
function of the instantaneous laser frequency, which depends on the level of feedback in the
laser system.

According to the Lang and Kobayashi model for a semiconductor laser under optical feed-
back in a steady state [38], the laser frequency satisfies the phase condition (sometimes called
the excess phase equation)

ϕS−ϕFB =C sin(ϕFB + arctanα) , (2)

where ϕFB represents the total external round-trip phase at the perturbed laser frequency, ϕS
represents the total external round-trip phase at the solitary laser frequency, C is the feedback
parameter that depends on the amount of light reflected back into the laser cavity, and α is
the linewidth enhancement factor [39]. Solutions to Eq. (2) are not possible in closed form
and therefore require numerical solution [41]. The interferometric phase change is directly
observable through the change in emitted optical power, or equivalently through the change in
voltage across the laser terminals, as is used here [42]. The self-mixing signal embedded in the
modulated voltage signal is related to the phase change through

V =V0 +β cos(ϕFB) , (3)

where V is the voltage waveform obtained after the removal of the common slope, V0 is a
dc component of this signal (corresponding to a material-dependent voltage offset from the
reference slope), and β is the modulation index. Note that, for the modulation scheme used
here, V is a function of time through its dependence on the interferometric phase ϕFB.

Thus we have obtained a parametric model, based directly on the steady state solution to the
Lang and Kobayashi model, that describes well the set of experimentally acquired time domain
traces. Equations (1)–(3) form a model with six key parameters, namely C,α,θR,Φ∆,V0, and β .
The information about the complex refractive index to be extracted is encoded mainly in C,α ,
and θR. To extract these parameters, we fit the model to data in the least-squares sense, for each
spatial pixel of the target. This provides us with a set of parameter values for each pixel inside
the coloured circles in Fig. 3(a).

If n and k of two of the materials are known, we can exploit their relationship to our para-
metric model and thereby derive n and k of the third material — the material under test (see
Appendix B). The calibration method used here bears remarkable similarity to the well-known
error correction technique used in microwave vector network analysers [43]. Results for six
materials under test obtained from two different targets are tabulated in Table 1 and compared
against reference values from the literature [44–46].
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Table 1. Results for six materials under test obtained from two different targets compared
against reference values from the literature.

Estimated n Reference n Estimated k Reference k
POM 1.65 1.66 0.011 0.012
PVC 1.66 1.66 0.063 0.062
PA6 1.66 1.67 0.11 0.11
PC 1.62 1.62 0.011 0.011

HDPE Black 1.58 1.58 0.019 0.018
HDPE 1.54 1.54 0.0022 0.0020

5. Conclusion

In summary, we present a novel feedback interferometric approach to the optical analysis of
materials at THz frequencies. Using this simple, robust approach, both intensity- and phase-
like images of materials are acquired concurrently. This technique enables us to interrogate
regions of the target and extract precise values for refractive index and absorption coefficient
within these defined areas. Such characterisation of the optical properties of substances at THz
frequencies will enhance the detection and discrimination in the materials science. Extension
of this single-laser system to an array of QCLs [47] will enable characterisation at a number of
frequencies, and therefore material identification.

Appendix A

Laser Fabrication

The THz QCL heterostructure was based on a GaAs/AlGaAs bound-to-continuum [48] active
region design operating at 2.59 THz. The wafer was grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate
by molecular beam epitaxy [49], with an active region thickness of 11.6 µm, consisting of
90 repetitions of the gain medium. The active region stack was sandwiched between doped
upper 80–nm-thick (n = 5× 1018 cm−3) and lower 700–nm-thick (n = 2× 1018 cm−3) GaAs
contact layers. The wafer was processed into a surface plasmon ridge waveguide using optical
lithography and wet chemical etching as outlined in [49], with confinement of the waveguide
mode being ensured by the lower doped layer. Optical lithography was used for defining ohmic
contacts, the thicknesses of the Au/Ge/Ni bottom and top contacts being 200 nm and 100 nm,
respectively. The thickness of the Ti/Au overlayer was 20 nm/200 nm and the substrate was
thinned to a thickness of ∼200 µm. A 140 µm ridge width was used and the cleaved device
facets were left uncoated. The device was mounted on a copper bar using indium foil to provide
thermal contact, and was then wire bonded.

Appendix B

System and Measurement Calibration

The refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k of the target directly affect the self-
mixing voltage in our model through the phase-shift on reflection θR. Moreover, the reflectance
of the target R is directly linked to the model parameters C and α through the definition of the
feedback parameter C, given by [39]

√
R ∝

C√
1+α2

. (4)
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To account for external reflections other than that from the target (including reflections from
the cryostat shield and the window), we write

√
R as

√
RM = aR +bR

√
RA , (5)

where
√

RA is the actual reflectance of the material under test, aR and bR are unknown parame-
ters to be determined, and

√
RM =C/

√
1+α2 is representative of the material’s measured, but

uncalibrated reflectance.
Along similar lines, to account for systematic phase changes, we express θR as

θ
M
R = aθ +bθ θ

A
R , (6)

where θ A
R is the actual phase shift on reflection, aθ and bθ are unknown parameters to be

determined, and θ M
R is representative of the uncalibrated phase shift on reflection. Equations (5)

and (6) contain four unknown parameters, aR,bR,aθ , and bθ , which can be determined from
two measurements on materials with known (

√
RA,θ A

R ) values, which can be viewed as a set
of four linear equations with four unknowns. Denoting the calibration pairs of measured and
actual reflectances and phase-shifts for our two standards as (RM

1 ,RA
1 ) (θ

M
R,1,θ

A
R,1), and (RM

2 ,RA
2 )

(θ M
R,2,θ

A
R,2) respectively, the set of four linear equations are√

RM
1 = aR +bR

√
RA

1 , (7a)√
RM

2 = aR +bR

√
RA

2 , (7b)

θ
M
R,1 = aθ +bθ θ

A
R,1 , (7c)

θ
M
R,2 = aθ +bθ θ

A
R,2 . (7d)

The solution of this system of equations is straightforward and provides values for aR,bR,aθ ,
and bθ . Once these values have been obtained using (5) and (6) we can readily calculate actual
values for θ A

R and RA for the material under test. The relationship between (R,θR) and (n,k) is
given through the pair of relations [50]

n =
1−R

1+R−2
√

Rcos(θR)
, (8a)

and

k =
2
√

Rsin(θR)

1+R−2
√

Rcos(θR)
. (8b)

We apply this procedure to the three materials embedded in our target [see Fig. 3(a)]. We
used values from the literature for optical constants for two of the materials, treating them as
standards in this procedure to obtain values for the unknowns aR,bR,aθ , and bθ .
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